PRODUCT DATA
TRUEGRAINTM Reconstituted Wood Veneers
(for RAW veneer - 0.55mm to 0.7mm nominal
thickness)
Dimensions
Thickness: 0.55mm (+/- 0.05mm) – except for TrueGrain WinterWhite which is 0.7mm.
Length: (ie along the grain): 2500mm and/or 2800mm and/or 3100mm depending the veneer type, corresponding
to veneered panel lengths of 2400mm, 2700mm and 3000mm. Please check the lengths generally available by
viewing the individual veneer details on this website but note that availability of different lengths may change
from time to time. Please contact us to check current stock availability before finalising designs.
TM

Width (ie across the grain): The width of TrueGrain
(made of dyed veneer) is 620mm to 640mm, also
sometimes narrower leaves are available. The width of TrueGrain Bamboo is 430mm and that of TrueGrain
SugarCane is 440mm. The width of TrueGrain Natural is generally 350mm and TrueGrain Rustico leaves are
generally 180mm to 220mm. To determine which veneers are “TrueGrain Natural”, please check individual
veneer details on this website.
Veneer leaves are joined to make veneer sheets (“layons”) generally 1220mm to 1250mm wide, which trim back
to a 1200mm veneered panel.

Grain pattern

TM

Most TrueGrain veneers have grain patterns which look like the “cuts” in natural veneer, ie Crown-cut, halfTM
Crown and Quarter-cut. TrueGrain veneers are only available in the patterns/cuts for each veneer type,
as designated on this website. See Product List Data Table TrueGrain

Matching

TM

TrueGrain veneer leaves need to be joined to make full width sheets. We recommend that unless the pattern
TM
indicates otherwise, that TrueGrain should be Slip-matched (not Book-matched). In Slip-matching, veneer
leaves are joined side by side (“slipped” alongside one another).

Grain direction
Long-banding - The direction of the veneer grain is usually along the panel length, this is called
long-banding
Cross-banding - The direction of the veneer grain can also be run across the panel. This is called
cross-banding, and is more expensive and results in shorter log-run lengths than long-banding

Solids & edging
TM

TrueGrain is not available in solid timber. However, Briggs Veneers stock 50m rolls of 0.6mm raw veneer
TM
edging in 22mm and 38mm/40mm for most TrueGrain veneers. Other widths are not usually stocked but can
be manufactured to order.

Moisture Content
Minimum 4% to maximum 14%

Density
450 - 1000 kg/m

3

Formaldehyde emissions: E1
Environmental Certification
TM

®

TM

®

Most TrueGrain veneers are independently certified under the FSC or PEFC schemes. Briggs FSC Chain
TM
of Custody No: SGS-COC-002954, Licence Code: FSC-C004099. Briggs PEFC Chain of Custody No: SGSPEFC/COC-0113, Logo Licence No: PEFC/21-31-03
Please note that availability of species, cuts, lengths, edging etc may change from time to time & may be
subject to stock runouts, please contact us to check current stock availability before finalising designs.
Download Product List Data Table TrueGrain
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